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WHAT’S THE MEANING OF THIS PICTURE?







Pollution is an unwanted change 
caused in air, water and soil by 

human activities. 

There are 6 types of pollution:
Air pollution
Soil pollution

Water pollution 
Noise pollution

Radiation pollution
Thermal pollution



•

Soil pollution                     water pollution                      air pollution

noise pollution            radiation pollution        thermal pollution



Because of Human Activities…



Factories and industry









Because of the global warming the 
earth is heating is up rapidly





Water levels are rising up



We can do the following 
things to save our planet 

earth



• Growing more trees helps in 
maintaning the ecological balance 
of nature

• We are cooler when we stand in the 
shade of trees and are not exposed 
to direct sunlight









and now… let’s play with Kahoot!
https://create.kahoot.it/#quiz/da19e
70b-7414-4582-ac4b-8b453bc3d210

https://create.kahoot.it/#quiz/da19e70b-7414-4582-ac4b-8b453bc3d210


A land of fire and ice

ICELAND

Prof.ssa

Viviana Balzarini

5th – 6th – 7th – 8th lesson





Iceland is situated near the

polar circle: white nights are

quite common here in

summer.

Midnight sun in the north 

of the country



Iceland is truly an island of 

extremes and contrasts, 

where large glaciers are near 

some of the most active 

volcanoes in the world, 

creating an unusual harmony 

of fire and ice.

The most famous and active 

volcano in Iceland is mount 

Hekla, which has erupted 18 

times since 1104, the last 

time in the year 2000.



There are over hundred volcanoes on Iceland’s central 

plateau, most of which have not erupted in the past 

thousand years. 

However, between 30 and 40 are still

active, meaning that they have erupted

within last few centuries.



Streams of lava



Iceland is a geological 

"hot spot", causing 

the huge number of 

hot springs and 

spouting geysers 

around the country. 

Iceland is rich of 

warm springs, pools, 

mud pots, colourful 

soil and, of course, 

spouting geysers. 
MUD POTS



Colourful soil

Fumarolas: emission of gases 

and vapours from a volcanic 

conduit or a lava flow



A geyser is a hot spring that periodically erupts, throwing 

water into the air. The word geyser comes from the 

Icelandic verb geysa, "to gush".



Iceland uses geothermal

energy for many services,

including home heating,

electricity production,

spas, fish farming, and

industrial process heat.

More than 95% of

Iceland’s urban population

heat their homes and

buildings with geothermal

energy.



It’s possible to swim

in some rivers even in

the cold weather. The

water temperature is

about 37 C.

Geothermal waters are used 

as bathing areas.



The icelandic rivers are 

full of rapids and 

waterfalls and create 

bridges in the basaltic 

rocks

Selgafoss 

waterfall is one 

of the highest in 

the island.



Not only people use the 

Earth’s heat.

Hundreds of gulls seat on 

the warm soil of the 

geothermal areas in the 

southern part of island.



Atlantic Puffin is the symbol 

of Iceland. These birds have 

bright-coloured beaks and 

legs: very often they are 

called “North Parrots”. The 

Atlantic Puffin likes to eat 

fish, squid, and crustaceans.

In Iceland there are 16 

species of duck, including 

two American species: 

Barrow's Goldeneye and the 

Harlequin Duck. 



Today only 1 or 2 percent of 

the island's surface is 

covered by birch trees

A typical plant that generally

grows all over Iceland in

poor conditions is moss.



One of the most 

beautiful flowers in 

Iceland are orchids

Nootka Lupin and Lyme 

grasses seem be the only 

species that prevent the slope 

erosion.



The tourists travel around Iceland alone and in groups.

.

Any visitor of Iceland can 

admire the beauty and the 

extravagance of its landscapes.



And now…Let’s play together with 

KAHOOT!

https://create.kahoot.it/#quiz/746d39dd-2edc-

4e3d-8d3b-14656cf301f8

https://create.kahoot.it/#quiz/746d39dd-2edc-4e3d-8d3b-14656cf301f8


The thermal lake of Heviz

HUNGARY

Prof.ssa

Viviana Balzarini

9th – 10th lesson





SHORT INFORMATION ABOUT HUNGARY

Budapest is the capital city.

Hungary has 35,652 square miles of land.

Hungary has some limited natural resources (bauxite, coal, 

and natural gas), as well as fertile soils and arable land. 

Hungary has the largest thermal water cave system in 

Europe.



The thermal Lake of Heviz is the world's largest 

biologically active natural thermal lake. 

It is located in a unique setting, only 6 km from the Lake 

Balaton and 193 km from Budapest. The lake's 

formation goes back to ancient times, where under the 

lake there was a volcanic activity. The first signs of 

this activity were the heat sources. 

Two systems of dikes were formed by the movement of 

the Earth crust in which precipitation was collected: this 

was the formation of Lake Balaton (one of the largest 

lakes in Europe) about 22 thousand years ago.



Lake Balaton Lake Heviz



At the same time there was the beginning of the Heviz thermal lake's 

history. The heat coming from the deeper layers of the Earth crust heats 

the waters locked inside the underground deposits, which means that 

the lake is also heated by geotermal energy. The lake is about 38.5 m 

deep.



Heviz bathers have experienced that the water's depth varies between 

150 and 200 cm: you can stand up around the edges and sink into the 

softened mud.





The wildlife of the lake is unique due 

to its temperature and unique 

chemical composition. 

Some of the interesting wildlife and 

botanic species of Hungary can only 

here be found in their natural habitat: 

algae, sulphur bacteria…

The various strains of bacteria 

provide antibiotic and antiseptic 

effects.



The native white

water lily

But the most spectacular members of botanic life are water lilies. In particular 

the native white water lily (Nymphaea Alba) is a protected species of the lake, 

therefore they must not be disturbed and their flowers must not be broken off!



The lake also has a versatile wildlife: water snails

and fish live on plankton crabs, dragonflies and 

leaf and flower bugs.

Many tourists from all over the world visit this lake 

every year to have thermal baths.


